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NIIT brings Mobile Science Lab into Classrooms
•
•

World Chess Champion Viswanathan Anand emphasizes on 24*7 experiential learning of
Science for School children
Showcases Latest Technology Innovation for Classrooms of Tomorrow

NIIT, leading Global Talent Development Corporation and Asia’s largest IT trainer, in
association with Fourier Systems, a worldwide leader in science education, demonstrated
Mobile Science Lab for schools- an innovative learning solution which integrates Science
Lab with classrooms. World Chess Champion and NIIT MindChampion Viswanathan Anand
unveiled this revolutionary solution while highlighting the importance of 24*7 experiential
learning in Bangalore, Delhi and Mumbai.
Sanjiv R Pande, President, School Learning Solutions & HiWEL, NIIT Ltd, Ms. Tamar Antokol,
Director – Sales, Fourier Systems and Mr.Yariv Baryam, VP Sales & Marketing Fourier
System were also present.
NIIT and Fourier Systems have entered into an alliance to make Mobile Science Lab available
to students in India. As part of this partnership, NIIT will make available technology-enabled
learning solution to explore science through computer-aided experimentation, while Fourier
Systems will offer NOVA 5000 science data logger with a vast range of science probes
for capturing relevant data and several other innovative solutions for learning of science.
The product will be made available through NIIT to schools across India. NIIT has worked
to customize the solution for use in Indian schools. The solution now covers a wide range
of subjects like Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Environmental Sciences. More than 210
experiments from NCERT defined curriculum can be performed.
Mobile Science Lab is a portable laboratory that revolutionizes the way Science is taught and
learnt. NIIT eGuru Mobile Science Lab makes teaching and learning of Science interactive,
interesting and enjoyable. The product fosters students’ higher order thinking skills like
question posing, inquiry, scientific thinking and enhances students’ confidence.
Speaking on the significant launch, Sanjiv R Pande, President, School Learning Solutions,
NIIT commented, “At NIIT, it is our constant endeavor to offer innovative solutions
to enhance the quality of education by aiding school management, teachers
and students with better teaching and learning solutions. Mobile Science Lab is
a break-through initiative that aims at redefining the teaching and learning of
Science. We are confident that it will bring alive the crucial subject of science in
our classrooms and help de-stress the learning ecosystem in schools.”

Ms. Tamar Antokol, Director – Sales, Fourier Systems said, “We are pleased to take our
association with NIIT to the next level by making available the revolutionary
Mobile Science Lab to the schools in India. We are confident of replicating our
international experience in India, through our exclusive alliance with NIIT.”
Mobile Science Lab allows students to enhance their learning capabilities by helping them
co-relate classroom learning with day-to-day life. For instance, during field trips, the students
can carry the portable Mobile Science Lab to extract real time data for conducting related
experiments. Teachers can also use the product to explain a concept without having to take
the entire class to the lab. The product has been customized and developed for the Indian
schools by NIIT.
Lauding the product as a technological marvel, World Chess Champion and NIIT Mind
Champion Viswananthan Anand said, “Be it in sports or academics, success comes
to those who inculcate learning as a 24*7 experience. I am delighted to unveil
a product that makes teaching and learning of science a 24*7 fun experience,
thus awakening and encouraging the young scientists.”
Mobile Science Lab is equipped with all standard applications such as internet, word
processing, spreadsheets and e-mail to help students tabulate, record and share their
observations during an experiment. Providing an enriching experience, it also makes
available the multimedia data analysis software that includes graphical manipulations,
multiple analysis functions and lab reports.
Mobile Science Lab by NIIT aims at empowering teachers and students by bringing a
science lab right in to the class room.
NIIT’s comprehensive range of NIIT eGuru solutions comprises of ‘Interactive Classrooms’
for teachers, ‘Math lab’ and ‘IT Wizard’ for students, and ‘Quick School’ an Education
Resource Planning solution for school management. NIIT eGuru provides a holistic education
package to schools for addressing the needs of all key stakeholders within the education
realm—Students, Teachers, School management and Parents. NIIT has been spearheading
the introduction of new technologies for making Science an interesting subject.
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